
Stop the CSE Mandate (HB 2184 / SB 5395) Talking Points  1.10.2020 

Citizens have the following issues about CSE (Comprehensive Sex Ed):  
 

1) A Majority of WA Parents Do NOT Want This Curriculum  

-2019 Survey by The Office of Superintendent of Public Instruction (OSPI): 58% of respondents were against CSE 

-Of those responding, 42.4% where parents of public school children in grades K-12 
 

2) CSE will be the ONLY State Mandated Curriculum while huge numbers of kids are failing Math, Science and English 

-OSPI 2019 Report Card shows ONLY 48.9% of students meet Math standards, 59.6% meet ELA standards, 46.7% 

meet Science standards, and only 45.7% of Kindergarteners show readiness in all six areas of developmental 

learning.  Q:  Why is CSE now the priority in education…starting in Kindergarten while we fail in the basics? 
 

3)  Independent Review of CSE Studies vs Abstinence Curriculum Concluded CSE Ineffective/Harmful 

 “Three decades of research indicate that school-based comprehensive sex education has not been an effective public 

health strategy—it has produced only a few sustained effects on protective outcomes, without other negative impacts, 

in U.S. and non-U.S. settings combined.  In fact, it has shown far more evidence of failure than success and caused a 

concerning number of harmful effects.  The evidence for abstinence education effectiveness in the U.S., though limited, 

appears more promising—enough to justify additional research.”  Institute for Research and Evaluation—April 2019 
 

4)  CDC Reports Prove CSE Is Ineffective 

-A 2019 CDC report showed infection rates for the three major STI’s reached an all-time high around the nation, 

follow a steady 5-year increase.  

-A 2015 CDC study of 2000 girls from 2011-2013 showed teen use of Plan B doubled during that time 
 

5)  FLASH, an approved OSPI Curriculum, is “Evidence Informed” not Evidence-Based. 

-SB5395 requires “evidence informed” instruction.  Why?  Because there is no such thing as “evidence based” 

CSE.  Any evidence used to support CSE as an “effective” curriculum has substantial opposing evidence to 

discredit it.  There are NO peer based, comprehensive reviews which support the effectiveness of CSE. 

-The bill provides no designated way to resolve conflicts between studies of professional agencies where 

opposing viewpoints are identified, particularly in regards to gender:  CSE presents only one point of view. 

-Quoting from the OSPI Website:  “FLASH has not been rigorously evaluated in order to become an evidence 

based program.”  Q: Why are we experimenting on our children? 
 

6) OSPI Redefines “Consent” 

-Curriculum led instruction:  Equates the “giving consent” to hand-holding, at the same level/in the same lesson 

as ”giving consent” to oral, anal and vagina sex—normalizing and desensitizing minors  

-The WA State legal age of consent for sex is 16.  How can a government school legally teach consent for sex 

to students under the age of 16?  We Ask:  Will the State’s next move be to lower the age of consent? 

 

7)  The Curriculum Continues to Push the Boundary of Gender Identity and Sexuality 

-In his Senate testimony for SB 5395, Superintendent Chris Reykdal stated “transgenderism…is Biology. Students 

are born this way.” According to him, everyone must accept it or be likened to “flat-earthers.”  (There is still no 

longitudinal, peer reviewed data which proves this point.)  

-Additionally, there is a movement (TED Talks, Toronto Sexuality Center) to rename pedophiles as “Minor 

Attracted Persons (MAP)” because “they are born this way.”  Q: Are we to infer MAP is next for CSE? 
 

8) CSE Curriculum Leads to Potential Lawsuits for the State (Examples to Consider) 

-CSE supports the affirmation model for kids suffering from gender dysphoria.  

Q: Can the school be sued if the student transitions and then regrets the decision?   

     NOTE: (80% of teens revert to their original gender after puberty.)  

https://docs.google.com/file/d/1QCw_O-sisH9WS3H4ugEaIqfelR8szZrt/edit?filetype=msword&fbclid=IwAR3ZbYxfDfGAmZiJOQFP8AgOfwDUl-W_HGwPcj3M7nz3lEwZbQFr7N1LNWU
https://washingtonstatereportcard.ospi.k12.wa.us/ReportCard/ViewSchoolOrDistrict/103300
https://www.comprehensivesexualityeducation.org/cse-report/
https://www.cdc.gov/nchhstp/newsroom/2019/2018-STD-surveillance-report-press-release.html
https://e2df3bab-2288-493e-bf4f-56f5ca3da58a.usrfiles.com/ugd/e2df3b_cd5be0279c9e4b7fb714c6da0218ea4a.pdf
https://www.kingcounty.gov/depts/health/locations/family-planning/education/FLASH/about-FLASH.aspx
https://www.kingcounty.gov/depts/health/locations/family-planning/education/FLASH/about-FLASH.aspx
https://static.wixstatic.com/media/e2df3b_4b649a16d423431cabbea352a60c040c~mv2.jpg
https://www.sequimgazette.com/news/sexual-health-education-program-suspended-at-sequim-schools/
https://www.tvw.org/watch/?eventID=2019021211
https://www.tvw.org/watch/?clientID=9375922947&eventID=2019021211&startStreamAt=3460&stopStreamAt=3685&autoStartStream=true
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=egiBgmvv8wA
https://twitter.com/JamesCantorPhD/status/1071499969910198274
https://www.sciencedaily.com/releases/2018/08/180822150809.htm
https://www.acpeds.org/normalizing-gender-dysphoria-is-dangerous-and-unethical?highlight=gender%20dysphoria
https://www.thecut.com/2016/07/whats-missing-from-the-conversation-about-transgender-kids.html


-There is no close-in-age sexual exemption for kids under the age of consent. Therefore, teaching minors how to 

consent to sex, means the state is fostering criminal behavior (at best) and enabling statutory rape (at worst). 
  

9) CSE Undermines Parental Authority and Responsibilities 

-Curriculum repeatedly refers minors to websites and sources showing them where to obtain abortions, 

contraceptives, STI Testing and other “health” services without the knowledge and consent of their parents   
 

10) CSE Repeated Ignores the Risks Associated with Sex and Teaches Risky Behavior (A Few Examples) 

 -Promotes “withdrawal” as contraception:  Failed to note 22% failure rate 

 -States Plan-B Pill effective 5-days after sex: Failed to note failure rate (especially on day 5)  

-Promotes anal sex as safe :  NO warnings of pain, fecal contamination, anal fissures, post-sex cramps, anal 

cancer, or the data showing the only way the FDA could approve a condom for “safe” anal sex was to lower the 

government standard 
 

11) Does Not Address or Warn of the Emotional Side Effects of Teen Sex and Contraceptives 
- National Longitudinal Survey of Adolescent Health found sexually active teen girls were 3 times more likely to 
be depressed; sexually active boys were twice as likely to be depressed than those who abstained 
- A University of Copeland Study of over 1 million women found an 80-300% increase in depression rates when 
using hormonal contraceptives (pills/shots/implants) 
-American Journal of Psychiatry: Contracepting 15-19 year old girls had the highest number of suicide attempts 
  

12) CSE Completely Ignores the Dangers of Porn/ Provides Online Activities Leading to Porn Websites 
-The Porn Industry is now reaching children as young as 11:   CSE provides no warnings of what porn is, its drug-
like and dangerous addictive nature, the results of studies showing loss of interest in sex with real life partners, 
or that 88% of the images associate violence with sex…predominantly against women 
-FLASH curriculum instructs boys and girls in grades 4-6 (ages 9 & up) to play BINGO with sex words and instructs 
children to research genitalia online.  Q: Google some common sex terms; tell me what comes up in images? 

 

13) “Opt Out” legislation presents a false sense of security 

-This Bill states parents can “Opt Out” however, Sex Ed is also being integrated, crossing over into other subjects 

(English, Science and into required literature); therefore, you can never really “opt out” 

-The children whose parents opt out risk being singled out and bullied based on personal or religious beliefs 

-No parent can opt a child out of the “playground talk” and discussions of what other kids heard in class 

-SB5395 does not require parental consent for assemblies and guest speakers who may present sexual material 
 

14) CSE Creates Undue Burden On Parents to Control Content Being Delivered To Their Child(ren) 

-Curriculum is password protected and costs $49.99 per year— significantly limiting parental review 

-Once access is gained, the average instruction block has between 18-28 lessons. Many parents have more than 

one child enrolled in school, making this a very time-consuming project   

-OSPI’s English only website potentially handicaps non-English speaking parents’ understanding of CSE 
 

In conclusion, the people opposing HB 2184 / SB 5395 are not opposed to Sex Ed being taught in public school; however, 

it is our opinion that if the porn industry and the abortion industry got together and proposed a way to access the 

children in public schools, they could not do better than by mandating the comprehensive sex ed program. It sexualizes 

children, promotes risky sexual behavior, and exposes them to age-inappropriate material—all of the way down to 

kindergarten. It neglects to fully disclose dangerous side effects of contraceptives and sex, ignores the mental health 

risks associated with teen sex, promotes unscientifically based “gender fluidity” and completely ignores any education 

about the dangers of pornography.  Please reject HB 2184 and SB 5395!! 

More info and ELECTRONIC VERSION w/sourced links at 

TheNetworkWA.com 
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